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1. Polarization curve

-negative entropy of reaction such as hydrogen-air FC



-5 regions

(i) Region I: activation (kinetic) overpotential at the electrodes

(ii) Region II: ohmic polarization. Electric & ionic conduction loss

(iii) Region III: concentration polarization. Mass transport limitations

(iv) Region IV. Departure from Nernst thermodynamic equilibrium

potential; undesired species crossover through

electrolyte, internal currents from electron leakage,

other contamination or impurity

(v) Region V: the departure from the maximum thermal voltage; a

result of entropy change which cannot be engineered

-Regions I, II, III are not discrete → all modes of loss contribute

throughout the entire current range

-Heat: current x (thermal voltage – FC voltage)

& electrical generation: cell current x FC voltage

-FC voltage:





1/2O2 + H2 → H2O + ΔH

Thermal voltage, Eth = -ΔH/nF

Theoretical OCV from Nernst equation: Ecell°



i↑ → anode voltage becomes more positive to promote oxidation of

the fuel

i↑ → cathode voltage is reduced to promote the oxidizer reduction

→ overall FC voltage (Ecell)↓, finally zero current “limiting current

(ilim)”



2. Region I: activation polarization

-It dominates loss at low current density → voltage overpotential

required to overcome the activation energy of the electrochemical

reaction on the catalyst surface

(a) Electrical double layer

-Inner Helmholtz plane (IHP): 

specifically adsorbed ions -Outer 

HP(OHP): solvated (hydrated) ions

-diffusion double layer: long range 

electrostatic interaction

-potential difference across 

interface: source of the activation 

overpotential



-typical oxidation activation overvoltage of ~0.2 V at an electrode 

over double layer distance of 10 nm → electric field strength 2 x 108

V/cm → behaves like a capacitor → typical capacitance ~ order of 

5~20 mF/cm2

-FC be modeled as a 

resistance capacitance RC 

circuit (R: ohmic drop and 

charge transfer resistance in 

the circuit)

(b) Activation polarization

-highly nonlinear loss with 

current: sharp initial drop in 

cell voltage from OCV 

followed by diminishing 

additional losses 

as i is increased



- icell = ia = ic

-polarization losses required to achieve this level of current on each 

electrode are independent 

-activation polarization losses are influenced by:

(i) Reaction mechanism: the more complex a rxn mechanism, the 

greater the overpotential required to break the chemical bonds 

and generate current

(ii) Catalyst type: poor catalyst requires a greater polarization

(iii) Catalyst layer morphology: maximization of catalyst triple phase 

boundary (ionic, electronic conductors, reactant gas)

(iv) Operating parameters: T, P… e.g. T↑ → electrochemical rxn↑

(v) Impurities and poisons: e.g., CO, SO2 → performance↓

(vi) Species concentrations

(vii) Age: operating lifetime

(viii) Service history: load cycle, voltage history → degradation



-consider an individual electrode

e.g. HOR,                                H2 = 2H+ + e-

-At equilibrium (open circuit) → rxn proceeds in both directions 

across the anode double layer → no net rxn in either direction → 

“exchange current density (i0)”

-moving electrode out of equilibrium into net hydrogen oxidation and 

current generation → net flow of e-

-i↑ → overpotential↑ 



-typical electrode activation polarization behavior (Fig.4.12)

-At low current density, ηact required to maintain a net rxn rate is 

small 

-i0↑ → additional polarization required for increasing i is greatly 

increased → i0 is important (i0↑ → ηact↓)



2.1. Butler-Volmer model of kinetics

-general expression to describe activation polarization losses at a 

given electrode: Butler-Volmer(BV) kinetic → an electrode process 

limited by the charge transfer of electron

-Fundamental assumption of BV kinetic model is that the rxn is rate 

limited by a single electron transfer step (which may not actually be 

true → some rxn may have two or more intermediate charge transfer 

rxns. Or another step such as reactant adsorption (Tafel rxn) may limit 

the overall rxn rate) 

-In a fuel cell, at each electrode, an equilibrium rxn

AO+ + ne- ↔  BR

→: reduction (cathodic), ←: oxidation (anodic)

-At open circuit, there is no net current flowing through the electrode

-At out of equilibrium, at the anode, electrode potential becomes 

higher than its equilibrium potential, resulting in a net oxidation rxn



-At the cathode, electrode potential becomes lower than its 

equilibrium potential, resulting in a net reduction rxn

φ1: endothermic for forward rxn

φ3: exothermic for forward rxn

φ1: forward rxn is not favored

Φ3: forward rxn is favored: final energy state is below the initial 

energy state

-Spontaneous reduction rxn, φ1 → φ2

actual overpotential↓



(i) Symmetry factor (β)

nF(φ2 – φ1) added to the system → a fraction of this energy → 

reducing the activation energy of the cathodic (reduction) rxn at the 

electrode → promote the reduction rxn → “β” (symmetry factor)

0 < β < 1

If β = 1: additional overpotential goes completely toward promoting 

the reduction rxn

If β = 0: all of the additional potential is applied toward promotion of 

the anodic oxidation rxn

For the oxidation, (1 – β): anodic symmetry factor 



Elementary charge transfer rxn,

AO+ + ne- ↔  BR

Rate equation for electrochemical rxn

γ: rxn order of the elementary electron transfer step

r: the rate of consumption/formation of species

C: concentration (mol/cm2), for an ideal gas C = P/RT

Taking anodic (oxidation) rxn



0.75n
0.25n

(ii) Charge transfer coefficient (α)

αc: the fraction of additional energy that goes toward the cathodic 

reduction rxn at an electrode

Negative value of overpotential: cathodic

αc= 0.5: symmetric curve (anodic, cathodic), αc= 0.75: polarization required for 

cathodic reduction rxn for a given current much less than the polarization required 

for the anodic oxidation (αc> 0.5  would be preferred for the cathode)









Standard model of Butler-Volmer kinetics



(iii) Exchange current density

A dominating influence on the kinetic losses





(iv) Roughness factor (a)



2.2. Butler-Volmer simplifications

1. low-overpotential region where kinetics are facile and relatively 

low losses occur

2. A higher overpotential region where losses become much more 

significant

3. A very high current region where mass transport losses dominate



(i) Simplified BV equation 1: facile kinetics-linearized BV model



Example 4.1 How Applicable Is the Linearized Assumption? 

We should always desire to understand the limitations of our approximations. In 

this case we would like to examine the applicability of our assumption that, for 

values of low polarization, we can assume that, mathematically,

ex ≈ 1 + x

(a) Calculate the activation polarization η where the linearized assumption is 

appropriate for a low-temperature PEFC at 80◦C and a high-temperature SOFC at

1000◦C.

(b) Calculate the value of x = αiFη/RuT where the linearization is appropriate.



(ii) Simplified BV equation 2: high-electrode-loss region of BV 

model – Tafel kinetics

Very low i0 or polarization is

Significant → special BV model 

to the high-loss region 

→ Tafel kinetics

For high polarization, one of the branches will dominate → for an 

anode rxn with positive η → anodic branch will exponentially 

increase, while cathodic brabch will be a diminishing function

For a cathodic rxn with negative η → cathodic branch↑, anodic↓



Example 4.2 How Applicable Is the Tafel Assumption? 

Here we wish to evaluate the range of validity of the Tafel kinetics assumption. 

As in Example 4.1, we wish to evaluate a general criterion for the range where x 

= αiFη/RuT results in one of the branches of the BV becoming negligible.

Example 4.3 Calculation of Expected Polarization with Tafel Kinetics 

Plot the activation polarization as a function of current density for an electrode 

ignoring all other losses for an initial OCV of 1.2 V. Use the following values 

for the parameters: io = 0.3 to × 10−4 A/cm2. Assume the reaction is occurring at 

353 K and αa = αc = 0.5. 



(iii) Determination of exchange current density



(iii) Simplified BV equation 3: BV equation with identicl charge 

transfer coefficients – sinh simplification





Example 4.4 Selection of Proper Butler–Volmer Kinetic Model 

Solve for the most appropriate symbolic expression for the activation 

overpotential at each electrode in the given examples.



2.3. Langmuir and Temkin model of kinetics

For an electrochemical rxn → reacting species must first undergo 

adsorption or chemisorption onto electrode surface

In BV model: the intermediate charge transfer steps are rate 

determining, and the adsorption is facile and rapid → this is not 

always the case. In some situations, rate determining step is surface 

adsorption/chemisorption



Two common models: Langmuir and Temkin kinetics

-Langmuir model: surface adsorption rate constant is independent of 

surface coverage

-Temkin model: adsorption rate constant is modeled as a function of 

the surface coverage of adsorbed species

-Langmuir & Temkin: two step rxn mechanism

1. A surface adsorption/desorption rxn, one or both of which are rate 

determining

2. An electrochemical rxn responsible for ion exchange and current 

generation that is assumed to be much faster than the 

adsorption/desorption step. In addition, the rxn is assumed to 

occur so fast that the reverse rxn is assumed to be negligible








